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The reading that you heard by Langston Hughes appears as a monologue in the musical 

show, “Black Nativity.” For forty-nine years, this show has played in Boston. Last Friday, I 

saw it for the first time with a friend. Most of the show is extraordinary renditions of 

Christmas Carols sung in gospel style. And so, when a man stepped forward to speak the 

words of Hughes poetry, the contrast amplified the impact of his words:  

Tell me again the Christmas story: 

Christ is born in all His glory! 

 

And yet, I doubt most people would consider being born in a barn to impoverished parents 

during the occupation of a foreign government to be a particularly glorious event.  Indeed, 

the poem does not flinch from how difficult the situation is for the family in the stable—a 

family that has been turned away from the Inn “because only men of means get in.”  

 

As a black man living in America from 1902-1967, Hughes was certainly aware that life 

could deal out plenty of discrimination and inequality.  Many of his poems testify to these 

injustices.  Even so, in “The Christmas Story,” Hughes points not only to the struggles of 

living amidst poverty and oppression, but also to the wonder and light in the Christmas 

story. 

 

However, the wonder in the story does not come from the circumstances Jesus, Mary, and 

Joseph find themselves in, but rather from an inner light that radiates from Jesus: 

 

   Baby laid in Manger dark,  

Lighting ages with the spark  

Of innocence that is the Child,  

Trusting all within His smile.  

 

It is Jesus’ innocence and his humbleness from which his halo beams.  

Innocence is a fragile gift that soon fades or even shatters as the injustices and losses of life 

reveal the complex landscape of mingled joys and sorrows in life.  From bruised limbs of 

toddlers learning to walk, the hunger pains of children living in poverty, or the fear instilled 

in youth from violence in a home or a nation, innocence gives way to a darker 

understanding of the threats in life.  As we age, we learn how unfair and unjust the world 

can be in its politics, its random distributions of disease, and its inescapable power of death 

to take those we love. In such a world, we might be excused for becoming the proverbial 

Scrooge—miserly in compassion as our focus narrows to care first for me and mine.  
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And yet into this darkness, the Christmas story returns to challenge us to turn again to the 

innocent child born poor in a manger.  What gift might we still find in the radiant smile of a 

child “trusting all with [a] smile”? 

 

What if we allowed the light of the child to spark our own trust?  In that radiant face, might 

our heart also open to the wonder of the world? Could we be reminded that amidst the 

strife, there are still sparks of love, trust, and connection?  

 

I felt such a spark yesterday as I walked on a sidewalk between two stores in Bedford. 

Having finished my gift buying (finally!), I was headed towards the grocery store. Ahead on 

the sidewalk, I noticed a woman carrying a bouquet of roses walking towards me.  She must 

have noticed me also because when she was just a few strides away she spoke: “Could I give 

you a flower?” Startled, I gushed “yes!” Pulling out a single rose from her bundle, she 

passed it to me with a smile and continued walking. Resuming my path, I leaned into the 

bud and inhaled its scent. I felt tears appear. I don’t know if my slow pace belied by aching 

feet and inspired her compassion or if she felt a need to share her own overflowing joy. 

Whatever her reasons, her small gift to a stranger sparked joy in my heart.  

Amidst the strife and the sorrow, there is still kindness and goodness in the world.  When 

we look at the smile of an innocent child, perhaps we are witnesses to an unsullied view of 

the goodness of life. Perhaps in this smile, we might be reminded to also seek out the 

goodness that remains peppered throughout life.  

 

Because as Hughes reminds us, even in the Christmas story, there is struggle and strife. 

Even so, there is also joy and wonder.  

 

May this season help to spark our trust in the joy and wonder that remains possible even in 

a world of struggle and strife. 

 

So may it be. 

Amen 

 


